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Member, National Consumer Disputes Redressal
Commission (NCDRC), Shri Binoy Kumar emphasized the crucial
role of a streamlined public procurement system in ensuring
procurement of goods and service through an efficient,
transparent and inclusive process for a democracy like India.
A function was held yesterday in New Delhi to commemorate
the incorporation of Government e- Marketplace (GeM) as a
100 percent not-for-profit Company on 17th May, 2017.
Member, National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission
(NCDRC), Shri Binoy Kumar graced the occasion as Chief Guest.
Shri Binoy Kumar emphasized the crucial role of a streamlined
public procurement system in ensuring procurement of goods
and service through an efficient, transparent and inclusive
process for a democracy like India. He complimented the GeM
team on their hard work in building a strong foundation for a
unified public procurement portal and applauded the efforts of
GeM in achieving new milestones in such a short time span.
CEO, GeM, Shri P.K. Singh, spoke about the initiatives
undertaken by GeM to promote the participation of Government
buyers, namely; Central Ministries, State Departments, Public
Sector Enterprises (PSE), and the recently on boarded
Cooperative Societies and Gram Panchayats. He also spoke
about the need to introspect as to how we can be even better
in days to come and spoke about the ensuing Chintan Shivir, a
workshop to identify problem areas and find innovative solutions
to address such problems. The event commemorated the
journey of GeM in transforming public procurement along with
the launch of the rebranded GeM Outlet Stores as #vocalforlocal
GeM Outlet Stores. During the pandemic, GeM had facilitated
e-market linkages for under-served seller groups, namely
women, SC/ ST and tribal entrepreneurs, Startups, Micro and
Small Enterprises (MSE), artisans & weavers, khadi weaver
and bamboo producers etc., sans intermediaries through the
launch of the GeM Outlet Stores as a viable alternative from
the legacy of traditional fairs and exhibitions. GeM worked
closely with various Ministries to develop 8 “GeM Outlet Stores”
and has provided access to markets through its dedicated
product categories and online stores for under-served seller
groups in rural India to promote #vocalforlocal and
Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan initiatives of the Government. In
the process, GeM has pioneered a unique approach for the
social and financial inclusion of under-served seller groups in
public procurement markets, and remains committed to
delivering on the objectives outlined in #vocalforlocal and “Make
In India” thereby ensuring a self- reliant “Aatmanirbhar Bharat”.
The event culminated with the distribution of awards to GeM
employees for their outstanding contribution. Since its inception
in 2016, the portal has registered 68K Government buyers and
61.81 lakh+ sellers and service-providers who have listed 31.14
lakh+ products in 11,567 product categories and 2,44,787
service catalogues and 293 service categories. Further, 1.51
Crore orders worth 4.15 lakh Crore in Gross Merchandise Value
(GMV) have been fulfilled, till date. In FY 2022-23, GeM achieved
the unique milestone of fulfilling 50 lakh+ orders worth Rs. 2
lakh Crore in Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) in a single year.
Interestingly, 52.54 percent (%) or Rs. 2.18 lakh Crore of the
cumulative Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) totaling Rs. 4.15
lakh Crore on the portal has been fulfilled by micro and small
entrepreneurs (MSE) sellers.

Commemoration of GeM Incorporation Day Shri Parshottam Rupala, Union Minister of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry & Dairying interacts
with fishermen of coastal Maharashtra in ongoing Sagar Parikrama Yatra Phase-V

Sagar Parikrama is an
initiative taken by Government
of India, with an aim to
resolve the issues of the
fishers, other stakeholders
and facilitate their economic
upliftment through various
fisheries schemes and
programs being implemented
by the Government of India
such as Pradhan Mantri
Matsya Sampada Yojana
(PMMSY) and Kisan Credit
Card (KCC). The Department
of Fisheries, Ministry of
Fisheries, Animal Husbandry&
Dairying, Government of India,
and National Fisheries
Development Board along with
the Department of Fisheries,
Government of Maharashtra,
Government of Goa, Indian
Coast Guard and fishermen
representatives is observing
the Sagar Parikrama Phase V
which started from 17th May
2023 from Gateway of India,
Mumbai and will be
proceeding towards coastal
regions are like Gateway of
India, Karanja (Raigad
District), Mirkarwada
(Ratnagiri Dist.), Vasco,
Mormugaon, Canacona
(South Goa). Shri Parshottam
Rupala, Union Minister of
Fisheries, Animal Husbandry
& Dairying in the presence of
Dr Abhilaksh Likhi, IAS, OSD
(Fisheries), Dr. Jujjavarapu
Balaji, Joint Secretary (Marine
Fisheries), Dr. Atul Patne, IAS,
Secretary (Fisheries),
Government of Maharashtra,
Dr L.N Murthy, National
Fisheries Development Board
grace the occasion and
launched the Sagar Parikrama
Yatra Phase-V. Phase-I
Programme of ‘Sagar
Parikrama’ was organized in
Gujarat, started on 5th March
2022 from Mandvi and ended
on 6th March 2022 at
Porbandar, Gujarat. The
voyage Sagar Parikrama as
Phase –II programme started
on 22nd September 2022
from Mangrol to Veraval and
ended at Mul Dwaraka, on
23rd September 2022 from
Mul Dwaraka to Madhwad.
Phase-III Program of ‘Sagar
Parikrama’ started on 19th Feb
2023 from Surat, Gujarat, and
ended on 21st Feb 2023 at
Sasson Dock, Mumbai. Phase-
IV program started from
Mormugao Port, Goa on 17th
March 2023 and ended on 19th
March 2023 in Mangalore.
Second day programme

begins with warm welcome of
Shri Parshottam Rupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry & Dairying and
other dignitaries by fisher
men and women with Aai Na
Lai Dance and bunch of
flowers at Veldur (District
Ratnagiri). An introductory
address was given by Dr. Atul
Patne, IAS, Secretary
(Fisheries), Government of
Maharashtra enlightened on
Sagar Parikrama Phase-V
highlighting the vital role
played by fish farmers and
fishermen in coastal
communities and the overall
marine ecosystem. He
emphasized that sustainable
fishing practices and the
welfare of fishermen are
important considerations to
maintain the balance of
marine resources and support
the livelihoods of those
involved in the fishing industry.
Shri Parshottam Rupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry&Dairying and other
dignitaries interacted with
beneficiaries, fish farmers,
fishermen present at Veldur
(District Ratnagiri). The
various beneficiaries are i) Mr.
Vitthal Bhalekar, ii) P.N
Chougale, i i i) Maqbool
Hussain Jhambarkhar.
Beneficiaries such as Mr Vitthal
Bhalekar and other shared
their ground experiences and
spoke about their local
problems of fishermen. Shri
Parshottam Rupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry&Dairying was very
pleased that an interactive
session helped fishermen, fish
farmers to share their ground
realities, experiences and to
come out with their issues
being faced, i.e.,
standardization of rules and
regulations related to fishing.
Through interactive session,
fish farmers apprised about
their mode of fish farming and
quantum of income. He
discussed that the issues will
be worked upon for
improvement on fisheries
sector development and talked
in detail about eliminating the
critical gaps in the value chain
of fisheries through
implementation of schemes
such as Pradhan Mantri
Matsya Sampada Yojna
(PMMSY) and Kisan Credit
Card (KCC) for beneficiaries,
fishfarmers & fishermen. Shri
Parshottam Rupala, Union

Minister of Fisheries, Animal
H u s b a n d r y & D a i r y i n g
appreciated villagers from
Manori awarded with cheque
of Rs.54,00,000/- for
tremendous contribution in
fisheries sector. Fishermen
come forward and gave their
respective application to
Hon'ble Shri Parshottam
Rupala, Union Minister of
Fisheries, Animal Husbandry&
Dairying for better sustainable
fishing practice and livelihood
of fishermen, fish farmers etc.
Shri ParshottamRupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry, and Dairying
continued the journey of
Mirkarwada (District
Ratnagiri) and welcomed by
beneficiaries i.e., fishermen
and fish farmers and other
officials of Government of
Maharashtra with garlands
and bunch of flowers. He
visited Mirkarwada and Mirya
village, interacted with fish
farmers and fishermen and
discussed the challenges &
opportunities in the sector
shared the government
initiatives to support
them.About8000 fishermen,
fish farmers and other
dignitaries participated in the
program at
M i r k a r w a d a ( D i s t r i c t
Ratnagiri). The stage
programmecommencesat
Swatantryawir Savarkar
Natyagruha, Maruti Mandir
(District Ratnagiri) in the
presence of the senior official
dignitaries and beneficiaries
i.e fishermen, fish farmers
and other stakeholders. The
following dignitaries
participated in the events:-i)
Shri ParshottamRupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, and
Animal Husbandry & Dairying,
ii) Shri Uday Samant, Minister
of Industries, Govt of
Maharashtra, iii) Dr. Abhilaksh
Likhi, OSD (Fisheries), Govt of
India, iv) Shri. A.N Tiwari,
OSD, GoI, v) Dr. Atul Patne,
IAS, Secretary (Fisheries),
Government of Maharashtra,
vi) Dr. J. Balaji, IAS, Joint
Secretary (Marine Fisheries),
vii) Shri Ramsingh, viii) Dr L.N
Murthy, National Fisheries
Development Board, ix) Dr.
Sanjay Pandey, Deputy
Commissioner, x) Shri Pankaj
Kumar, MD, MFDC, xi) Dr.
Niyati Joshi, Director of
Fisheries,GoI, xii) Shri
Devendar Singh, Collector
Ratnagiri, xiii) Shri Dhananjay

Kulkarni, SP, Ratnagiri, xiv)
Bhakti Peje, Fisheries
Development Officer, xv) Shri
Mahesh Deore, Jt.
Commissioner, Marine, xvi)
Shri Yuvaraj Chaugule, Jt.
Commissioner, Brackishwater,
xvii) Shri Amar Patil, Assistant
Commissioner of Fisheries,
Sangli, xviii) Shri Abhay
Deshpande, Regional Deputy
Commissioner, Pune, xix) Shri
N.V.Bhadule, Assistant
Commissioner of Fisheries,
xx) Senior officials of
Department of Fisheries,
Government of India, xxi)
Senior officials from Indian
Coast Guard, Fishery Survey
of India, Maharashtra
Maritime Board and fishermen
representatives. A welcome
speech was given by Dr. Atul
Patne, IAS, Secretary
(Fisheries), Government of
Maharashtra, at the beginning
of an event to show his
gratitude towards the guest
for making an effort to attend
the event. Shri
ParshottamRupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, and
Animal Husbandry & Dairying
interacted with following
fishermen i) Amjad Borkar, ii)
Imran Mukadam, iii) Mahesh
Natekar, iv) Vijay Khedekar, v)
Tanay Shivalkar) vi) Yogini
Bhatkar for understanding the
needs and challenges so as to
support our fishermen and
fish farmers with improved
communication and
awareness that positively
impacted the lives of
fishermen and contribute to
sustainable fisheries
management. He deliberated
on the promotion of KCC and
enthusiastically added that
camps have been conducted

at Coastal districts of
Maharashtra, where the
fishers and fish farmers were
made aware about KCC
registration & its benefits.
Further, he felicitated the
beneficiaries like fishermen,
fish farmers and other
stakeholders with Kisan Credit
Card and QR Code Aadhar
Card/E-Shram Card. Following
are the various beneficiaries
list i) Beneficiaries under
PMMSY (Smt. Rutuja Sawant,
Smt. Poonam Shetye, Smt.
Nasreen Bhatkar), ii) KCC Card
(Shri. Ramesh Sahdev Patil,
Shri Mansoor Hatodkar, Shri.
Samina Vajud Bebaji), iii) QR
Coded Aadhar Card (Shri
Gajanan Hedavkar, Shri Vilas
Kharvatkar, Shri Tejas
Shivalkar, Shri Imran
Mukadam, Shri Suhel A. Kadir
Nakhwa, Shri Jamil Adil
Wadkar). Sagar Parikrama is
a program reflecting the far-
reaching policy strategy of the
government leading to the

direct interaction with fishers
and fish farmers to understand
the issues of coastal areas and
problems related to fishermen.
Phases I, II & III, IV have
brought massive changes in
the development strategy for
fishermen.  Sagar Parikrama
program is being welcomed by
fishermen and fish farmers
with open heart and they see
this as an instrument of their
development. Therefore, the
influence of this Sagar
Parikrama on the livelihood
and holistic development of
fishermen and fisher folk,
including climate change and
sustainable development,
would be far-reaching. Later in
the stage, program shall
remain continue where Shri
ParshottamRupala, Union
Minister of Fisheries, Animal
Husbandry, and Dairying with
other dignitaries shall visits
other places in coastal region
of Vasco, Mormugaon,
Canacona (South Goa).

Ministry of Ayush and Ministry of Health & Family
Welfare to come out with an “Integrative Health”

policy - Dr. Mansukh Mandaviya

The two day National Ayush Mission Conclave began with
a commitment from the Ministry of Ayush and Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare to priorities ‘Integrative Health’ for the
health and wellness of public at large. Union cabinet minister
of Ayush and Ports, Shipping & Waterways Shri Sarbananda
Sonowal inaugurated the conclave in presence of chief guest
Dr. Mansukh Mandaviya, Union Minister of Health & Family
Welfare.  On this occasion two ICT initiatives of Ministry of
Ayush were launched. E-Learning Management System (eLMS)
was launched by Shri Sarbananda Sonowal and Comprehensive
AHMIS, an upgraded EHR system was launched by Dr. Mansukh
Mandaviya. Minister of State for Ayush Dr. Munjpara
Mahendrabhai along with Health and Ayush Ministers from Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Goa,
Jharkhand, Uttarakand, Assam, Mizoram, Nagaland, Arunachal
Pradesh and other states including representatives of Jammu
& Kashmir were also present. Union Minister of Ayush Shri
Sarbananda Sonowal also administered ‘Lifestyle for
Environment pledge’ to the august gathering. While presiding
over the function Shri Sonowal said, ‘Hon’ble Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi has encouraged Ayush and Health and
Family Welfare Ministry to work in unison for Health and
Wellness. India will have to lead the world on this front. As
both the Ministries are working incessantly, so our resolve and
strength has grown manifold. Recognising the strength of Indian
Traditional Medicines Systems, WHO has too bestowed India
with the placement of WHO-GCTM centre in Jamnagar. Dr.
Mansukh Mandaviya placed greater emphasis on Integrative
Medicine and said today’s primary need is to make every citizen
of India healthy. Both the Ministries will soon come out with an
“Integrative Health” policy. Dr. Mandaviya added that traditional
medicine system of India is our strength and now the world
has fully accepted it. He mentioned that Yoga is best for wellness
and quoted that majority of Japanese population regularly
practice Yoga in some or other form for the health and wellness
benefits. Minister of Ayush for Ayush Dr. Munjpara
Mahendrabhai said, ’Ayush with its holistic and integrative
approach, can significantly contribute to reduce the burden of
disease in India.’ Vaidya Rajesh Kotecha, Secretary, Ministry
of Ayush welcomed all and said that Ayush systems by virtue
of their holistic approach have an edge in dealing with problems
focussed on primary prevention of diseases. Immediately after
the inaugural session, a roundtable discussion on strengthening
the Ayush services in the country through National Ayush
Mission’ was held.

China orders 5,000 tonnes of cotton yarn
AHMEDABAD: The lower

production of cotton crops in
the Xinjiang province of China
this year has resulted in the
country ordering around 5,000
tonnes of cotton yarn from
India in the last fortnight. The
province produces more than
70% of China’s total cotton
production.

The latest orders are
going to help the Gujarat-
based spinning mills, which
have been facing a dull phase,
in a big way as the majority
of the orders will be fulfilled
by the state’s spinning mills in
the next two months.

Indian cotton prices have
remained higher than
international prices for around
a year, and therefore, cotton
yarn export has slipped.
China’s Xinjiang state has
estimated around 10-15% less
production at 27.5 million bales

this year.
Jayesh Patel, the vice-

president of Spinners’
Association Gujarat (SAG),
said, “Xinjiang cotton
production estimates are
significantly lower this year. As
per our estimates, China has
placed orders for around 250
containers of 20 tonnes each.
The majority of the orders are
for 20-count and 32-count
cotton yarns. A major part of
this will be supplied by
Gujarat-based spinning mills.”

He added that cotton
prices have come down to Rs
59,000 per candy (356kg) in
Gujarat and Rs 58,000 in
Maharashtra.

According to industry
estimates, India’s cotton
production will be around 340
lakh bales (170kg each) this
year. “As the arrival is slow and
farmers have better holding

capacity, stock arrival will
continue till the end of the
season in September,” said
Patel. “Cotton prices are
expected to reach Rs 55,000
per candy level, and once yarn
prices reach Rs 245 per kg
level from the current Rs 255
per kg, we will see more
export demands because our
prices will be in line with the
international prices,” added
Patel. Rahul Shah, the co-
chairman of GCCI Textile
Taskforce, said, “With lower
cotton crop estimates, China’s
cotton yarn demand has
increased in the last two
weeks.  For India, getting
significant orders from China
is a good sign.

 Till two years ago, the
demand from China was
around 40% of our total
exports, which has now come
down to around 15%.”
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Photography & Film Awards
Call for entries

Ahmedabad, Nature
inFocus, a renowned media
and production house known
for narrating stories that
celebrate and champion
nature, opens registration for
its photography and film
competition. Nature inFocus
Photography and Film Awards
2023 is an international and
premier platform for wildlife
photographers and
filmmakers to showcase their
talents. The last date for
entries is June 15, 2023. The
winners of the photography
and filmmaking competition
will receive cash prizes of Rs

12,00,000. Last year,
the keenly contested
award saw over
16,000 entries from all
over the world with
some stunning
photographs and
world-class content
pouring in from the
photography and
filmmaking fraternity.

Commenting on the
Awards, Rohit Varma,
Founder, Nature
inFocus, said, "There

are so many talented
photographers and
filmmakers who capture the
essence of the beauty of our
world but very few platforms
to highlight their talents. Over
the years, Nature inFocus
Photography and Film Awards
has been a meeting place for
national and international
wildlife photographers and
creators with breath-taking
content. We hope that this
year's event will attract
entries from different
geographical locations and
celebrate the world we live
in."(19-10)

SHRI S K ALBELA TAKES OVER AS PRINCIPAL
CHIEF PERSONNEL OFFICER OF WR

Ahmedabad, Shri S K
Albela has taken over the
charge of Principal Chief
Personnel Officer, Western
Railway recently. He is a
senior officer of Indian
Railway Personnel Service
(IRPS) of 1987 batch. Prior to
this, he was working in West
Central Railway in the same
capacity.

Shri Albela has handled
multi-faceted HR in diverse
areas of Indian Railways'

working i.e. at large Divisions,
Workshops and Headquarters,
besides having deputation
stints. He started his career as
Assistant Personnel Officer on
Dhanbad Division of the then
Eastern Railway. He has
worked as Branch officer in
Mumbai Central, Bhavnagar &
Vadodara Divisions of Western
Railway. He has also handled
various assignments as Chief
Personnel Officer
(Administration) & Chief
Personnel Officer (Industrial
Relations) over Western
Railway & Chief Personnel
Officer (Admn) Central
Railway. He has also worked
on deputation with Mumbai
Railway Vikas Corporation
Limited (MRVC). Shri Albela
was Principal Head of
Department on SWR & WCR
before joining WR.

Shri S K Albela is a HR
professional having 34 years
of experience in leading
Organizational Development
with HR initiatives to harness
human capital for strategic

organizational goals. He is a
Post Graduate in English
Literature and MBA in HRD
from Jamnalal Bajaj Institute
of Management Studies,
Mumbai. He has been on
Urban Transport training tours
to China, Singapore &
Thailand, besides Technical
tours at Siemens, Germany
and Switzerland. As GGM (HR
& Marketing) & later as ED,
Western Region of RailTel,
Shri Albela gave a quantum
jump to its telecom marketing,
besides implementation of e-
office in three Railways/
Divisions ahead of schedule.

In his illustrious career,
Shri S K Albela has been
honoured with Minister of
Railway’s Award in 2008, for
his outstanding & meritorious
services. Also, Personnel
Management Shield at GM's
level for Vadodara Division in
2001 & Personnel
Management Shield at
National level for WCR in the
year 2021-22 are some of his
other notable achievements.

Renaissance Hotel Ahmedabad
Revives "Evenings at Renaissance"

Ahmedabad, Rooted in
discovery and the spirit of the
neighborhood, Renaissance
Hotels, part of Marriott
Bonvoy's extraordinary
portfolio of 31 hotel brands,
celebrated its annual Global
Day of Discovery on May 18,
2023. A day when all 170+
Renaissance properties
around the world, together as
a collective drumbeat, put on
elevated experiences,
underscoring how the brand
delivers unexpected
discoveries beyond the
convention of travel.

To mark the 9th
anniversary of the Global Day
of Discovery, Renaissance
Hotel Ahmedabad organized
a remarkable event filled
with guided tours, local
cuisine, traditional music,
and more, offering guests an
immersive experience of
Ahmedabad's alluring rich
culture and history. With the
hotel and travel industries
getting back into full swing,
guests traveling both for
business and leisure are
looking for authentic local
experiences. (19-10)

I take a lot of inspiration from
sports persons -  Priya Bapat

Ahmedabad, Hunger for
power, betrayal and ascension
to one throne - the most
influential and powerful
Gaikwad’s are back with the
third season of Hotstar
Specials’ City of Dreams.
Produced by Applause
Entertainment in association
with Kukunoor Movies and
directed by Nagesh Kukunoor.
Starring the versatile actors
Atul Kulkarni, Priya Bapat,
Sachin Pilgaonkar, Sushant
Singh, Eijaz Khan, Rannvijay
Singha and many others in
pivotal roles, the series will
stream 26th May onwards,

only on Disney+ Hotstar. For
actors, thorough research is
an integral part of their craft,
enabling them to bring their
characters to life convincingly.
Priya Bapat is no different as
she did her homework quite
well before slipping into the
character of Poornima
Gaikwad and no doubt she has
slayed her role! Talking about
her preparations to play
Poornima, Priya Bapat said, “I
researched how politicians
stand. There are a lot of
Youtube videos that you see
about body language and the
mannerisms and their body
postures. So I did a lot of
homework and research
around  that. Poornima
Gaikwad is a completely
different personality and she
doesn't resemble anybody in
politics, she is truly original so
I did not take any inspiration
from any real life politician. I
take a lot of inspiration from
sports persons  but nothing
from politics.” (19-8)

Nissan introduces the Magnite
GEZA Special Edition

Ahmedabad, Nissan Motor
India Pvt. Ltd. (NMIPL) today
introduced the Magnite GEZA
Special Edition of the best-
selling B-SUV for Indian
customers. The Magnite GEZA
Special Edition offers a
premium audio and
infotainment experience,
making it the perfect
companion for every journey.

The Magnite GEZA Special
Edition is inspired by Japanese

theatre and its expressive
musical themes. Based on
this concept, the Magnite
GEZA Special Edition offers
advanced infotainment
features that deliver an
enhanced sensory
experience. The Nissan
Magnite GEZA Special Edition
is now available for booking
and the prices will be
announced on 26 May 2023.
Rakesh Srivastava, Managing
Director, Nissan Motor India
commented on the
introduction, saying, "The Big,
Bold, Beautiful Nissan Magnite
is a game changer with its
unmatched value, high safety
ranking and low cost of
maintenance. We are
introducing the Magnite GEZA
Special Edition with best-in-
class contemporary features
that enhances the Magnite’s
value proposition for
discerning customers”.  (22-2)

FlauntYourSuperpower with OPPO F23 5G

Ahmedabad, OPPO, the
leading global smart devices
brand, announces the launch
of its latest smartphone, the
OPPO F23 5G. The device will
be available at INR 24,999,
from May 18,2023 at 12AM,
through the OPPO Store, on
Amazon, and at mainline
retail outlets. With the sale
of the F21 series, Gujarat
has seen a strong growth of
58% in terms of market
share, and with 39 service
stations, the state has the
third-highest number of
OPPO service centers in
India.

Damyant Khanoria, Chief
Marketing Officer, OPPO,

said, "At OPPO, we understand
that nomophobia, or the fear of
being without a mobile phone
or being unable to use it, is a
real concern for many
smartphone users. With the
OPPO F23 5G, we're proud to
offer innovative technologies
like Battery Health Engine and
SuperVOOC fast charging,
which provides reliable and
convenient battery performance
for a seamless experience. So,
you can focus on enjoying the
things you love to do with your
phone without worrying about
its battery life."

Recent research by OPPO &
Counterpoint indicated that 3
out of 4 people in India have
Nomophobia--the fear of being
left without a phone--triggered
mostly by low/dead battery.
The study also revealed that
46% of respondents charge
their phones twice daily, 92%
use power-saving mode to deal
with battery discharge issues,
and 60% of smartphone users
will buy a new phone if their
current one does not have a
good battery. (19-10)

Excellent results of T.M Patel International school

Ahmedabad, We feel highly
elated to share the results of
CBSE board exam of class X.
"Work hard in silence, let your
success be your noise." Yet
another feather to the cap of
TMPIS SURAT  with a 100%
pass result in class X  CBSE
exams! TMPIS Surat feels
proud to share that our
students have achieved

excellent results. Class  X-
Total 25 students appeared.

Highest Percentage is
(94.2% ) 80% of the students
have achieved  First class
result Their achievement is a
yield of  hard work &
perseverance and a testament
to their aspirations and
tenacity! This great
achievement would not have

been possible without the
untiring efforts and support of
Teachers and Parents.
Congratulations to Team
TMPIS Surat and all the
Students,  who have done
themselves, their families and
school proud! The Director/
Principal Mr K Maxwell
Manohar Wished each student
great  future ahead! (1-7)

Major demolition drive in Gorwa to build smart road

Vadodara: The Vadodara
Municipal Corporation (VMC)
conducted a major razing drive
in the Gorwa area of the city to
clear space for sprucing up and
broadening the refinery road. The
civic body is developing the smart
road on the strtch from Genda

Circle to ITI, Gorwa
crossroads.The stretch had
encroachments of an automobile
showroom including some shops
and structures that had come up
near the Gorwa police station.

Besides the plan to develop
the road as a smart road, the
work had become necessary as
the road is witnessing increased
traffic since quite some time now.
New commercial and shopping
complexes as well as malls have
added to the traffic on the stretch.
Sources said that the smart road
will be developed on the lines of

the R C Dutt Road which was the
first such road to be developed
in the city. The road in Gorwa,
however, will be longer and
broader. Work on underground
drainage lines as well as storm
water drains on the road was
completed recently. Officials said
that Tuesday’s drive was
conducted without any major
resistance from the owners of the
properties. Officials of the city
police, Madhya Gujarat Vij
Company Ltd and fire brigade
had remained present during the
drive.

258 properties
under hammer

for tax dues
AHMEDABAD:  The

Ahmedabad  Mun i c ipa l
Corpora t i on  (AMC)  has
begun the procedure to
auction off 258 properties in
the c ity.  Af ter  the AMC
published a list of defaulting
properties, 55 owners came
forward and paid their tax
dues.

Jainik Vakil, chairman
of  the  AMC revenue
committee, said after the
civic body published the list
of 313 defaulters, 55 cleared
their dues. He said the AMC
has begun the procedure to
auction off such properties.
He said the AMC will also
share  de fau l te r s '
information with the Credit
Information Bureau (India)
Limited (CIBIL).

In order to ensure that
defaulters pay their property
tax ,  the  AMC in  Apr i l
initiated a move to put liens
on properties that are in
default. This was the first
time such a lien has been
put on property by the civic
body.

Vakil said liens were
put on Bandhan Farm in
Jodhpur and Highland in
Navrangpura. The AMC later
recovered the dues in full
from Bandhan Farm. He said
the AMC now plans to put in
place a standard protocol
for putt ing l iens on the
property of defaulters. The
AMC is now drawing up a list
of the big defaulters and will
soon put l iens on these
properties. It has already
begun the liens process for
24 such properties. Data
from the AMC shows that
a f ter  the i r  names were
made public as defaulters,
the highest amount of dues
were collected in the South
Zone, followed by the East
Zone.  Of  55  proper t ies
where dues were paid, 33
were from these two zones.
In the North West and North
Zones, no property owner
turned up to clear their
dues. Of the 258 properties
whose tax is pending, the
highest number, 71, are in
West Zone, followed by 61
in North West Zone and 60
in South Zone.

Abu's visually challenged
makes India proud

Ahmedabad :  Way back in
1967 NAB P&N Merwanji
Rehabilitation Centre for the
Blind, was opened in Mount Abu
to rehabilitate the visually
challenged of the nation. The
milk of kindness of the Late
Khursheed Gardha donated her
entire sprawling residence to
NAB India. The centre took off
under the tutelage of the great
Late Padma Shri Dr. Rajendra
Vyas, Late Padma Shri Jagdish
Patel et al who did a yeoman's
service for rehabilitation of the
visually challenged in India,
more so of those, who lost their
sight in the later part of their
life. With time, when the centre
began to lose its bearings, a
young man Dr. Vimal Dengla
was shouldered with the
responsibility of steering the
premier rehabilitation centre
from the rough sea. Did the
young man rise to the aspiring
aspirations of all concerned?

Mercifully, not only he
shouldered the responsibility
with elan but turned it into a
centre of excellence with his
dogged dedication, and vision.
He not only restored the
health of the threatened
buildings but added more
feathers to the glory of the
centre, as the first in a few
ways. Dr Dengla has the credit
to build the first-ever digital
learning and recording DAISY
studio, and the first innovative
dhaba training centre for the
employment blind, the first of
its kind with the CSR help from
SAIL India, and the modern
multipurpose hall. While he
was building the brick-and-
mortar structures.

 he was systematically
weaving up a social
participation fabric of
volunteers for the day-to-day
needs of the fast-progressing
facility.

GNFC reports 48% decline in Q4 profits

Ahmedabad: Fertilizer
and chemica ls  major,
Gujarat Narmada Val ley
Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd
(GNFC) posted a 48%
decline in fourth quarter
profits, the company said in
its stock exchange filing on
Thursday. The consolidated

net profit fell to Rs
336 crore during
the quarter  as
compared to Rs
643 crore in the
year-ago period.
GNFC’s prof i ts
dec l ined as a
consequence of

weaker demand in the
agriculture sector.

The board has
recommended a dividend of
Rs 30 per equity share of Rs
10 each fully paid up (300%)
for FY23. The company’s
share price fell 8.05% to Rs
601.95 a piece at close on
BSE on Thursday.
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In Ahmedabad, timeless treasures
keep pace with changing times

AHMEDABAD: At L D
Museum in Ahmedabad, a
group of teenage students
recently familiarized
themselves with the cultural
and historical nuances
associated with the artefacts
preserved there. Master
artisans showed them the
tricks of colourmixing and
scaling in a bid to engage
them actively in the process
of learning. In another
instance, the museum
organized a quiz online, asking
their social media followers to
identify the objects displayed.

Shreyas Foundation,
home to Lokayatan Folk
Museum and Kalpana
Mangaldas Museum, often
conducts classes that have
experts offering a perspective
on different periods of history
based on clothing styles,
accessories and traditional
games etc. Elaborating on the
theme for this year’s
International Museum Day —
‘Museums, Sustainability and
Well-Being’ — the curators of
city museums said that the
key to longevity of these places
is not in preserving their
artefacts but in ensuring a
steady flow of visitors and
keeping the learning process
alive. Sujata Parsai, the
director of LD Museum, said
that museums no longer live
in the past. “They are keeping
pace with the changing times.
The Covid period helped in
expediting the integration of
technology. We have been
organizing workshops and
talks regularly to offer
perspectives on the timeless
artefacts on display. Our

events also connect visitors
including school students and
subject scholars to the
museum,” she said, adding
that they recently hosted a
moving exhibition that had on
display collections from
another museum, too. The L
D Museum has a wide range
of sculptures, illustrated
manuscripts, miniature
paintings and drawings,
ancient and contemporary
coins, textile and bead work
pieces on display, representing
almost 2,000 years of art from
the Indian subcontinent.

Meena Rajput, a curator
at Shreyas Foundation, said
that students from most
schools in the city have visited
the museum. “Over the years,
we have developed the
concept of museum-based
learning where the students
not only get to see a specific
object, but also understand
the nuances and contexts
associated with it. It makes
the learning process much

more immersive and
interesting,” she said, adding
that they also host several
events round the year.

Ahmedabad has over 30
public and private museums
dedicated to vintage cars,
textiles, locks, kites and
vessels.

When TOI asked the
curators what the one artifact
is, which according to them
makes the city’s museums
stand out, they mentioned the
chamar nayika (a maiden
holding a fly-driver) at BJ
Institute of Learning and
Research. The sandstone idol,
which dates back to the 7th
century, was found during
excavation in the Paldi area of
the city and belongs to the pre-
Solanki era. Among the other
popular museums in the city
are City Museum, which has
a collection of textile labels,
original land deeds of the 19th
century, artefacts that
showcase the progress of the
city over decades and
sketches made by M F Husain.

While the city’s Kite
Museum is the first of its kind
in the country and the second
in the world (the other being
in Osaka, Japan), the K L
Museum, among the youngest
in the city, boasts of a
collection of handpainted
postcards from 1913 to 1940.

Ahmedabad 3rd hottest
in state at 41.5°C

Ahmedabad: The city’s
maximum temperature at
41.5°C made it the third
hottest weather station in
Gujarat after Surendranagar
and Amreli, which recorded
41.8°C and 41.6°C
respectively. It was the fourth
consecutive day of below
normal maximum
temperature for the city. The
maximum temperature was
0.4 degrees below normal,

whereas the minimum
temperature at 27.2°C was
0.1 degrees above normal. ‘No
large change in maximum
temperatures during the next
five days very likely,’
mentioned the forecast by the
India Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Thursday. Across Gujarat, the
maximum temperatures
remained between 33°C and
41°C.

Scamsters take VPN route from
lesser-known foreign lands

AHMEDABAD: In a
cunning game of cat and
mouse, fraudsters operating
in India have found a loophole
to escape the clutches of
Indian laws and law
enforcement agencies. These
cybercriminals are utilizing
foreign territories such as the
little-known Marshall Islands
and the Sahel region in Africa
as their base of operations,
where they rent VPN permits
to carry out deceitful activities
back home.

Cyberfraud probes by
various law enforcement
agencies in Gujarat have
uncovered a troubling trend.
Fraudsters operating from
locations like Delhi NCR, West
Bengal, Jharkhand, and

Rajasthan are obtaining VPN
services from servers located
in Marshall Islands, near
Australia, and the Sahel region
in Africa, to avoid detection by
police.

Local police often find
themselves grappling in the
dark with masterminds behind
these operations managing to
secure rented VPNs in these
lesser-known regions.

"While probing a movie
rating scam, we discovered
fraudsters were artificially
inflating ratings of a film
using artificial intelligence. To
accomplish this, they
acquired a rented VPN from
Marshall Islands near
Australia," said an officer
from Jamnagar cybercrime

police.
Another off icer

highlighted that scamsters
involved in phishing,
ransomware, card fraud, and
sextortion cases, operating
from various parts of India,
were also operating on
rented VPNs in foreign
countries.

"They do this because
either the governments of
these countries lack an
information exchange treaty
with India, or it takes an
extensive amount of time to
obtain relevant information. If
a crime occurs in the country,
the police must use diplomatic
channels to gather the
necessary information. This
can take up to a year. By that
time, the fraudsters would
have meticulously covered
their tracks," explained an
officer from the cybercrime
cell of the CID (crime).

The Indian Computer
Emergency Response Team
issued regulations on April 28,
2022, requiring VPN providers
to keep record of their
customersfor five years.
Several VPN providers have
chosen to relocate to the Sahel
region in Africa, said a police
officer.

Ice cream makers
hit sweet spot

AHMEDABAD: May might
set a record for the ice cream
industry in Gujarat with an
unprecedented surge in
demand. According to data
from the Gujarat Ice Cream
Association, the state has a
daily ice cream manufacturing
capacity of approximately 10
lakh litres.

Still, the demand has
skyrocketed to nearly 12 lakh
litres per day. Several
companies are tapping into
their existing stock to meet the
increased demand and
supplying it to distributors
accordingly. Industry leaders
predict that May's ice cream
demand may be at an all-time
high.

Some companies have
made significant changes in
their supply chain processes.
Previously, they would
dispatch ice cream to
distributors within 12 hours of
receiving an order. However,
due to the overwhelming
demand across the state, the
waiting period has been
extended to 48 hours.

Bhupat Bhuva, chairman
of the Gujarat Ice Cream
Association, said, "In the past
15 days, we have witnessed
a tremendous increase in ice
cream demand. The demand
in May is at a historic high.
While the state has a total
manufacturing capacity of

around 10 lakh litres daily, the
demand has reached
approximately 12 lakh litres
daily."

Bhuva mentioned that
his company, Sheetal Ice
Cream, has been able to meet
90% of the demand by
operating at full capacity.
However, due to the
heatwave-like conditions, the
waiting time for some regions
of the state has increased
from 12 hours to 48 hours.

Kalpit Gandhi, the
director of Vadilal Industries
Ltd, stated, "We had
anticipated higher demand
and increased our capacity by
20% for certain products
compared to last year. This
has allowed us to fulfil same-
day orders by running at 100%
capacity. Our daily
manufacturing capacity is over
2 lakh litres. While we saw
high demand last April, this
May has surpassed all
previous records. Whatever
we produce is getting sold the
same day. Previously, we had
a stock of seven days, but now
it has been reduced to three
days due to the higher
demand across the state."

A senior official from
another leading ice cream
company acknowledged the
usual practice of maintaining
stocks to cater to increased
summer demand.

Three public transport services in
Ahmedabad, but usage dips 22% in 13 years

Smuggled Chinese beads bling up wedding lehengas
SURAT: That sparkle in

your high-end wedding
lehenga could be due to a
material smuggled from
China. Officials of Central GST
say the material is chaton, a
type of glass beads, and it is
actually a smuggled good.

The CGST department
recently seized a consignment
of chaton worth around Rs 55
lakh from dealers in Punagam
area in the city. Officials say

the material is either not
declared in papers or is under-
invoiced during imports.

“During investigation, the
department found that the
entire imported consignment,
specifically of chaton, was not
declared at the time of import.
It was actually smuggled
material that is being freely
sold here,” said a CGST official.

The official said some
importers sitting in metro

cities work for these bead
traders in Surat. “They
import it as some other
material which attracts zero
or low duty. Later, they
distribute it among the
dealers in different parts of
the country,” the official
said.The Diamond City is
one o f  the  b iggest
consumers  o f  chaton
because of its use in textile
garments.

AHMEDABAD: A developed
country is not a place where
the poor have cars; it is a place
where the rich use public
transport, goes a famous
quote that urban planners
approve of. However, if one
holds a Smart City like
Ahmedabad to these
standards, one finds it furiously
back-pedalling to its not-so-
smart days. Here's why.
Despite the city boasting of
three public transport systems,
the number of citizens using
them has reduced by 22% in
13 years instead of growing!
More pertinently, the
population of two-wheelers
and cars in the city has risen
by 84% in the same period,
according to civic body data.

This means, the age-old AMTS,
the BRTS and the Metro rail
have miserably failed to attract
passenger traffic. Traffic
experts attribute this failure to a
deficiency in services in terms
of frequency, shoddy last-mile
connectivity and lack of parking
spaces. According to the officials
in the Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation, in October 2009,
AMTS alone boasted of 8.25 lakh
passengers on average every
day. That was also the year the
BRTS was launched amid
fanfare. Today, the AMTS, the
BRTS and the Metro rail together
cater to only 6.4 lakh passengers
every day - a 22% drop
compared to the 2009 ridership
figures. The AMTS has an
average ridership of 4.1 lakh
passengers per day, the BRTS
has 1.8 lakh passengers and the
Metro, launched six months ago,
ferries 50,000.

An AMC official said on
condition of anonymity, "Despite
winning several national and
international awards, the BRTS
has only led to an increase in
traffic congestion on city roads
since the number of two-
wheelers and four-wheelers has
grown dramatically. On March
31, 2020, there were 14.62 lakh
two-wheelers and 3.09 lakh
four-wheelers in the city. Today,
we have 25.83 lakh two-
wheelers and 6.9 lakh four-
wheelers."Vishal B Khanama,
general manager (BRTS), said,
"We always had average
ridership of about 1.5 lakh
passengers a day. This has
grown to 1.8 lakh today because
we not only ply on the dedicated
corridors but also cover areas
without BRTS lanes like South
Bopal and Sanand Crossroads."

 AMTS manager, R Pandey,
attributed the fall in AMTS

ridership to longer wait times.
"Our average wait time is
about 15-20 minutes. Also,
only 700-odd buses ply on city
roads and that too has led to
a drop in ridership numbers,"
he said.  Since average travel
time in Ahmedabad is just 20-
25 minutes, more people are
using their own vehicles, he
added. Amit Khatri, a traffic
expert, said that since all
three transport services
overlap each other, it is bound
to happen that one public
transport will eat into the
ridership of the other. "None
of the three public transport
services offer last mile
connectivity. Lack of parking
spaces is another deterrent ,"
he said.


